CV19 - RISK MITIGATION PLAN
April 2020 - July 2020
PERIOD TO/FROM:
THEMATIC PRIORITY:
THEMATIC LEAD/DEPT:
STRAND

PURSUE

Commercial Burglary
Aysev Ismail

ACTIVITY

OWNER / DEPT / AGENCY

DUE DATE

PROGRESS UPDATE

PROGESS
RAG

Burglary offences: Monitoring commercial
burglary trends for any planned targetted works
against nominals and to include any relevant
incidents to weekly Covid-19 report

MPS: DI Ed Wilkinson

Weekly

Receiving information on weekly basis.

In Place

RGB to support MPS with any enforcement
measures where possible. Police to share
information on those arrested so opportunities
to take enforcement action are explored, for
example tenancy.

MPS: DI Ed Wilkinson

Weekly

Names coming to attention have been checked
via RBG partners .e.g their tenancies.

In Place

Any operations ongoing? Op Neptune/Safer
Seller scheme (though businesses should be
closed at present. Check with Ed)

MPS: Insp Dave Hawtin

NA

No recent operations.

On Track

Identification of vulnerable premises including
schools, Doctors sugeries, hospitals, vets and
pharmarcies where drugs are stored to prevent
drug related burglaries.

Douglas Palmer

01/04/20

Lists collated, heat maps produced and
disseminated.

In Place

Aysev Ismail

NA

To organise via online meeting format. Have
liaised with partners separately.

In Place

Insp Dave Hawtin

NA

Convene working group to ensure all actions on
track and thus preventing further incidents as
much as possible.
Utilise Apps including Next Door to send out
Crime Prevention messages

PREVENT

RBG Comms: General awareness and crime
prevention messages to RBG (all communities,
not just targetted at businesses.)

Communicating awareness messages and crime
prevention advice specifically to businesses and
schools and updates on emerging trends.

MPS Volunteers to deliver CPA to vulnerable
premises list.
SNT patrols around vulnerable locations/
premises (where and when possible considering
current pandemic).

SC: Aysev Ismail
Zainab Oyegoke

Comms:

NA

To liaise with Zainab Thursday 9th April (back
from leave).

In Place

DRES: Martin Maratise/Umar Nasim/Kingsley
Otubushin
Schools: Tracey Russell
MPS: Sgt Dave Warmsley

NA

MPS colleagues have been looking into
development of posters for businesses &
dissemination. DRES develop and information
articles for businesses on a fortnightly basis. An
article around securoity for businesses was sent
out via e-alert Friday 3rd April. DRES can publish
content from MPS/SC. Tweets have been sent
out, visits undertaken. RBG article being devised.

In Place

MPS: Joe Tidman

NA

Joe contacted and volunteers have disseminated
information to vulnerable premises.

In Place

MPSl: Insp Dave Hawtin

Ongoing

This is being done on an ongoing basis.

In Place

NA

None have been identified as yet. Commercial
burglary numbers have been low each week and
although a couple of areas have been identified
where premises were targetted, has not needed
a problem solving process as yet. Having said
this, visits have been undertaken and crime
prevention/awareness information distributed.

In Place

Contact with other boroughs being made,
intelligence received re the other boroughs
when needed.

On Track

PROTECT
Utilisation of any problem solving approaches in
any identified hotspot areas/were communities
have been impacted.

PREPARE

In Place

RBG: Safer Spaces

MPS:
SNT's

Liaise with Tri borough CS conterparts: Bexley &
Lewisham re their Commercial Burglary picture
and whether have any plan in place.

Aysev Ismail

NA

Ensure relevant RBG partners are updated with
any trends.

Aysev Ismail

NA

Identify Top burglary offenders in prepardeness
for any action if needed.

MPS: DI Ed Wilkinson

NA

Updates via weekly/fortnightly covid report.
Relevant teams provided with the details
regarding offences/incidents.
Intelligence received on a weekly basis regarding
offenders via BCU

In Place
In Place

